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tion Tragedy 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ (Jammu 

and Kashmir): Madam, You give the 

verdict after hering us...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No. 

The thing is...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Madam, 

briefly.. .(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I 

cannot hear it because there is no rule 

under which 1 can allow you. This 

House runs on certain procedures and 

rules. You raised this issue. I will see to 

it that the hon. Chairman gives 

permisson and we find time for it and 

the concerned hon. Minister should 

answer about it, whoever is concerned. 

The Government should be seized with 

the situation. But you cannot just raise it 

and ask mc to throw away the rules, and 

allow you to speak. I do not expect it 

from a senior member like 

you... (Interruptions)... Shri Suresh 

Pachouri. 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Madam, 

he was allowed to make a 

statement... (Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is 

done in our House. ..(Interruptions)... 

Please do not argue with me. You are a 

new Member in this House; I think, 

after some time, you will know all this. 

SHRI S. B. CHAVAN: Madam, Mr. 

Ravi, raised a point...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I said 

that I will find out and let you know 

when we are going to list it. 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Madam, I 

want your verdict after hearing me. He 

was allowed to make a statement. 

Privilege is different. That is a different 

issue. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You do 

not know about it...(Interruptions)... 

PROF SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I know 

it...(Interruptions)... I want to tell you 

that he was allowed to make a statement 

and now this august House has taken 

notice of that statement. So, I wanted to 

associate myself in a limited sense that 
the matter must be examined. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: listen. 

Let me tell you ...(Interruptions)... Just 

one second...(Interruptions)... It is not a 

statement. That is why I said, 'You will 

learn the conventions of this House 

when you sit here longer.' 

...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I know 

...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Just 

one second. ...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: What is 

the convention? 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The 

convention is, when a privilege notice is 

given in this House, the hon. Member is 

allowed to mention about it. That is all. 

There is no statement ...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: It is not 

the privilege but he has made a 

statement. This is the. Zero Hour. 

Whenever a statement is made 

... (Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. 

Soz, you come to my chamber and I will 

explain to you and show you the 

rule.. .(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Madam, I 
will show you the rule. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please 

sit down. Please sit down, Mr. Soz, and 

do not waste the time of the House. Mr. 

Pachouri. 

Re;  RELIEF AND REHABILITATION 

TO VICTIMS OF BHOPAL GAS 

TRAGEDY 
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SHRIMAT1 JAYANTHI 

NATARAJAN (Tamil Nadu): Madam, 

this Bhopal gas tragedy has a special 

reference to the International Day for 

the Dsiabled, which is being observed 

today. So we should think of the 

disabled on this day, and this a matter 

of significance. 

The other point is at least in momory 

of the victims of the Bhopal gas tragedy 

and taking into consideration the fact 

the suffering that is still going on after 

so many years, the Government should 

take into account the way the 

multinationals come into the country 

and set up factories. Even in my own 

State we are fighting against the Du 

Pont factory coming up. On 

environmental considerations they were 

thrown out of Goa and now they are 

setting up their factory in Tamil Nadu. 

The   previous   Government   in   Tamil 

Nadu had given permission for the Du 

point factory. 

Madam, unless the environmental 

guidelines are followed by the 

Government, there is a possibility of 

many more accidents like Bhopal taking 

place, because the we completely 

surrender our responsibility towards the 

people who live around that area. That 

is what had happened in Bhopal. The 

Government should ensure that such 

targedies do not occur in future due to 

environmental guidelines being sidelined. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He also 

wants to speak ..........  (Interruptions) .... I 

will allow you .... (Interruptions) .... 

 

 .... (Interruptions)  .... 

1 will allow you. You don't have to ask 

in this way ........  (Interruptions) .... I will 

permit you. He gave his name. All of us 

arc concerned-cverybody cannot speak. 

On the television I saw that they were 

asking for evidence from one who was a 

five-year old child 12 years ago. How can 

one who was a five-year old child 12 

years ago remember how his parents had 

died? They arc asking for evidence like 

this. Such things arc happening there 

This was shown on the television. 

DR. Y. RADHAKR1SHNA MURTY 

(Andhra Pradesh): Madam, I associate 

myself with the hon. Member on the 

Special Mention about the Bhopal 

tragedy. The vicitims of the Bhopai 

tragedy have been treated in the most 

cavalier and the most unsymapthetic 

manner. 

We have a lot of fascination for foreign 

direct investment for products from 

potato chips to computer chips, from 

cabbages to coca, but we have to think 

twice before inviting FBI into areas which 

are important and not into areas which 

are least important. Multinational 

companies have got a tendency to make 

dumping, what we can call, social 

dumping, and they get cheap labour. The 

other dur.:pmg they do is environmental 

dumping where all dirty industries arc 

dumped into a country like ours. 

Therefore, when we are inviting foreign 

direct investment, we have put some 

reasonable restrictions. One is to identify 

the areas which are not very important. 

The other thing is to take a guarantee 

that some compensation will be given 

whenever such tragedies happen, the 

third point is that we should ensure that 

the companies do not indulge in 

protracted litigation. We will have to take 

measures beforehand. When we make 

deals with these companies, we have to 

be very careful about the legal aspects of 

FBI 

Think you, Madam. 
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SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA 

(Karnataka): Madam, I am only bringing 

to your notice the parliamentary 

responsibility in such cases. Is it only a 

ritual that we are metioning this every 

year and celebrating the aniversary? 

Should the Government not take note of 

these discussions and the views expressed 

by parliamentarians in the House? The 

whole country is listening to .these 

things, but the Government is not taking 

any steps. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It has 

been happening for the last twelve years. 

It is not happening only today. 

SHRI H. HUNUMANTHAPPA: That 

is why my request and my demand is 

that the Chair should direct the 

Government to come with a status paper 

on the Bhopal tragedy as on today. 

SHRI ASHOK MITRA (West 

Bengal): What concrete action has the 

Government taken for the last twelve 

years? What concrete steps is it taking 

now? 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: The 

Government should come out with a 

status paper as on today. Let the 

Government bring out at least the 

progress report on this. I want that the 

Chair should direct the Government to 

come out with a paper before the end of 

the session. The people should not 

laught at Parliament. It has become a 

    ritual  to celebrate the Bhopal  tragedy 
 

† Transliteration in Arabic Script. 
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every  year.  The   Government  does  not 
take  note of these discussions at all. 

I request the Chair to direct the 

Government to come out with a status 

paper, a progress report on what action 

has been taken. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: In fact, 

1 thought of giving the same direction. I 

know that this issue is being raised on the 

3rd December every year, the day on 

which this tragedy took place, I fee! this 

matter should have been raised many 

more times than just remembering it on 

3rd December every year. In a span of 12 

years something should have been done 

for them. Every year this issue comes up 

before the House. This issue has been 

discussed in this House umpteem times. I 

request the Minister to come and give us 

a complete report from the day this 

targedy took place, what has happened 

and where the lapses are. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: He 

should come with a report in this Session 

itself. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will 

try to get it. 

RE:     DEATHS    CAUSED     DUE    TO 

ACCIDENTS BY BLUELINE BUSES IN 

DELHI 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR SINGLA 

(Punjab): Madam Deputy Chairman, one 

docs appreciate the extreme passion and 

concern shown by the House towards 

Bhopal gas tragedy. My hon. friend, Mr. 

Hanumanthappa, rightly reminded the 

Government's apathy towards such a 

tragedy. He is the senior-most Member 

with a fertile mind. I would ask of him 

whether the Parliament is awakened to 

other tragedies at all. The Bhopal gas 

tragdey occurred on" one day only. But 

traffic tragedies are occurring every day 

in Delhi, not in the entire country. On 

the 27th and 29th November, two 

accidents took place which have been 

caused by the blueline buses. Earlier 

redline buses were also involved in 

causing accidents. But the fact of the 

matter is the  pedestrians are  not safe, 

scooterists are not safe, cyclists are not, 

Maruti car-owners arc not safe. I would 

like to give the statistics of accidents 

which took place in Delhi in the last five 

or six years. The number of people killed 

on Delhi roads in 1992 was 1,800, in 1993 

1,804 in 1994 1,900 in 1995 2,000 kill, and 

so on. Every year almost 1,900 people 

arc killed in road accidents in Delhi. 

Madam,, Delhi has recorded the highest 

accident rate and fatal deaths in the 

world. What are we doing to control it? 

It is not a new problem. It is a problem 

which has been existing for the last five 

years. Is Parliament awake to it? Did 

Parliament respond to such killings on 

the roads in Delhi? I want to put this 

question to my senior hon. Member who 

was reminding the Government to be 

responsible? Is the Parliament 

responsible? Did it ever take not of the 

tragedies which are occurring every day? 

Madam, there are 27,00,000 vehicles 

on the roads of Delhi which is more than 

the vehicles registered in Mumbai, 

Chennai and Calcutta put together. The 

fact of the matter is that the Government 

has not applied its mind to tackle such a 

peoblem. I consider that there arc 

problems linked to these accidents. The 

number one is, the total road traffic in 

Delhi is absolutely unplanned. Number 

two, the total traffic is absolutely 

unregulated. Number three, the total 

traffic is absolutely uncontrollable. When 

I say, unplanned, all kinds of vehicles 

like scooterists, car-owners, cyclists, 

rickshaw-pullers ply their vehicles on the 

same road with varying speeds. How 

would it be possible to check these 

accidents if there is no planning? There is 

no one who could plan Delhi traffic. The 

traffic on Delhi roads is uncontrolled and 

unregulated. The buleline bus service 

does not have a system to operate its 

vehicles. They run their vehicles on Delhi 

roads at a very high speed, 80 KM per 

hour killing hundreds of people. 

There is absolutely no plan. No 

regulation is kept in mind. There is no 

safety. The fact c* the matter is that we 

are  heading towards a total disaster in 


